
MEXICAN AMERICAN AND POEM LEGAL ALIEN

Pat Mora is a Mexican-American poet and writer who has won numerous awards for her books and poetry. She holds
the Kellogg National.

How's life?.. Case, John. Many lines of this poem are enjambed, so the reader shouldn't pause but continue on.
This research concludes that Pat Mora as the author has a purpose to gain attention from people in her
surrounding to treat Mexican-Americans appropriately. As in: able to Orozco, Cynthia E. Bloom, Edward A.
Nova Scotia: Fernwood Publishing, Ltd. The reader is aware of the two words as single entities bilingual,
bicultural but sees them separated, linked only by a hyphen. Again, clever use of opposites, the greeting being
positive, the latter Spanish phrase suggesting frustration. Yet the legal alien is able. She comparesherself to a
token because tokens usually have two sides to it, and she is implying that she alsohas two sides because she is
Mexican and American. The two words here need not be hyphenated, the second word need not have a capital
B. How to cite this page Choose cite format:. The metaphor show thatbeing Mexican-American has its
advantages and the personification shows the disadvantages of how people view Mexican-American. Jackson,
Mississippi: University Press of Mississippi. Engstrom, Shelley Noel. This research also applies a qualitative
approach through document analysis to examine the data taken from the poem. Watson, Goodwin and
Johnson, David. The human tendency is to judge people by their appearance and language and if they do not
fit the norm, if they're not like 'one of us' then the prejudices and twisted opinions begin to form. Metaphor A
handy token A poem entitled Legal Alien is interesting in showing the development of how someone with
Mexican-American identity realizes her place in society. Social Psychology. The poem implies the situation
and condition that are Mexican-Americans facing. They're able to slip from English to Spanish - greeting
someone.. Get Essay An American citizen established by law, but at the same time this person feels like an
illegal alien because of how some people treat her. Ora is in the open poem form, it has no stanzas. Roosevelt
Bars the Hyphenated. Marger, Martin N. Then the line: American but hyphenated, and here the poem's tone
changes as the speaker suggests that they may be legally working and relaxed enough to speak two languages,
but they're a bit odd, like those opening couple of words.


